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Abstract

The idea of India as an inclusive and secular nation-state has been challenged by the rise of Hindu nationalist ideology known as Hindutva. Promoted by organisations like the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and political parties like the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), Hindutva advocates for the establishment of a Hindu Rashtra (nation) in India by marginalising minority groups. It involves the “otherisation” of non-Hindus, especially Muslims and Christians, and promotes the Hindu-centric narrative in the country’s history, culture, legislative and administrative setup, which seeks to transform India from a secular democratic republic to an authoritarian Hindu-supremacist one. The paper aims to analyse the widespread resentment towards Indian Muslims arguing that the formation of Hindu identity is deeply intertwined with political processes influenced by the ideologies of the RSS and BJP. It examines various facets of Indian politics, especially under Modi’s government to gain insights into the normative implementation of Hindutva within the contexts of institutionalism and linguistic discourse. It posits that the BJP’s policies and the narrative of Hindus as the ‘sons of the soil’ contribute to the marginalisation of other identities, particularly Indian Muslims. The paper examines modes to understand Hindutva’s normative approach in Modi’s government within the framework of institutionalism and linguistic discourse, focusing on Indian polity.
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Introduction

Against the backdrop of India’s diverse history and its intrinsic civilisation, the nation’s identity has faced a persistent challenge rooted in political intricacies. The complicated tapestry of India’s multiethnic composition, encompassing numerous ethnic and tribal groups has coexisted within its borders.\(^1\) Nevertheless, the very idea of India has become entangled in ambiguity and contention, primarily fuelled by political considerations. Furthermore, the leaders of the largest democracy aim at an inclusive society, but are still unable to define the “idea of India.” This uncertainty has given rise to a questioning of the intended nationalist values that were meant to unite its people.\(^2\) The process of India’s independence, while liberating the nation from colonial rule, inadvertently embedded sectarian divisions, adding layers of complexity to its national narrative. The rejection of majoritarianism by the democratic dispensation underscores the constant struggle to reconcile diverse identities within a democratic framework.\(^3\)

The preamble of the Indian Constitution, emphasising the unification of the nation, positions this goal as a cornerstone, yet historical inequalities have cast a shadow over the realisation of India’s democratic principles since the constitution’s inception in 1950.\(^4\)

As the political landscape has evolved, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) emerged as a formidable force in Indian politics, altering the dynamics of governance.\(^5\) However, this rise has been marked by growing polarisation in Indian politics which has led to a sense of animosity among some members of the majority groups toward the minority groups.\(^6\) Since Narendra Modi became Prime Minister leading the BJP in 2014, he has advanced a Hindu nationalist agenda that aligns with Hindutva ideology. This has involved utilising both political
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rhetoric and policy to promote a Hindu-centric narrative of India while targeting minority groups. For instance, controversial moves like the revocation of Kashmir’s autonomy and the passage of the Citizenship Amendment Act, which discriminates against Muslims, have been enacted. These moves have been accompanied by a surge in violence and intimidation against minorities indicative of a broader effort to reshape India’s secular pluralist democracy into what some perceive as an authoritarian Hindu Rashtra. In the context of this transformative phase, this research paper delves into an analysis of Modi’s promotion of Hindutva and its profound impacts on Indian politics and society. Providing a nuanced background on the Hindutva ideology and its underlying assumptions, the paper systematically dissects how Hindu nationalism has manifested under BJP rule. The examination extends beyond mere political discourse, encompassing both linguistic and institutional mechanisms employed to advance this agenda. The central argument posits that Modi’s strategic exploitation of religious identity for political gains poses a tangible threat to the foundational principles of India’s inclusive democracy. As the paper unfolds, it scrutinises the implications of Hindutva for Indian democracy and diversity, weaving together the narrative of a nation at the crossroads of its identity.

Examining Complex Roots and Evolution of Hindutva Ideology in Indian Polity

Contested Origins and Colonial Influences

The contemporary form of Hindu identity and Hindutva ideology have complex roots. These include the political mobilisation of the Brahmin caste interests as well as orientalist interpretations of Indian society and history institutionalised under Britain’s colonial rule.

---

Time and again the Hindu identity is redefined under the notion of Hinduism.\(^9\) Hindutva is considered as a movement by many experts which is founded and led by the upper caste of Hindus and it has used the lower caste as a showman to establish its authority.\(^10\) Similarly, the formation of Hindu identity is considered — a construct by the Brahmin Elite which is five\% of the population to remain politically relevant in the modernised system of Britain.\(^11\) The introduction of the quota system, election, and implementation of a democratic style of governance threatened the status of the Brahmin elite.\(^12\) Reinterpreting Hinduism’s essence facilitated their continued claim to leadership of a seemingly unified Hindu bloc in alliance with imperial interests. This also enabled targeting Muslims as threatening “others” wielding influence disproportionate to their number.\(^13\) What is now referred to as Hinduism had no religious connotation for Hindus till the 15\(^{th}\) century.\(^14\) Consequently, the meaning of “Hindu” loses a lot of complexity in Hindutva. Instead, it represents the amalgamation of several ideas, including land, language and religion into a wholly racist entity.\(^15\) Through strategic syncretism, the Brahminical elite forged a nationalist ideology perpetuating their traditional caste privileges within a modern institutional context. Their primary goal was to insulate their ascendancy against democratizing pressures by forging a numerical majority united through symbols of Hindu-Muslim antagonism.\(^16\) Hindutva, thus, represents the upper-caste Hindu elite with their entrenched socio-cultural capital, manoeuvering to shape mass politics in a manner that perpetuates their
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historical domination.\textsuperscript{17} Their quest relies on forging a seeming Hindu majority united by symbols of Muslim antagonism rather than common material interests.\textsuperscript{18} According to Hindutva ideology, the territory of Hindus encompasses the entire Indian subcontinent, referred to as ‘Akhand Bharat’ (undivided India).\textsuperscript{19} Hindi is projected as the national language while Hinduism is depicted as the religion quintessentially representing this supposed racial and geo-cultural bloc descended from groups inhabiting this land since ancient times. This subsumes the tremendous diversity among residents into a singular Hindu subject targeted against non-Hindu minorities as alleged outsiders.\textsuperscript{20}

In effect, Hindutva transforms the fluid, multivalent lived experiences of inhabitants marked as Hindus into a monolithic ethno-religious project for majoritarian domination. Disparate caste and linguistic identities are repackaged behind the veil of Hinduness to serve political ambitions, not dismantling the underlying socioeconomic hierarchies. It forges an exclusionary ideology fundamentally at odds with the syncretism and pluralism otherwise underlying Indian civilisation.\textsuperscript{21}

**Colonial Roots**

In term of its roots, Hindutva’s premises rest upon questionable assumptions about India’s past and the nature of religious conversions that can be traced back to colonial rule. The British administration sought to categorise Indian society into neatly delineated groups to better understand and control the population.\textsuperscript{22} They relied upon Orientalist erudition that essentialised
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religious identities and interpreted history through a communal lens. Colonial historians propagated the notion that an ancient “Hindu society” defined India until the entrance of Muslim invaders. Supposedly, these conquering armies violently converted Hindus to Islam, spurring communal conflict ever since. However, pre-colonial Indian society lacked clearly demarcated religious boundaries. Rather, complex, fluid religious and regional identities prevailed without neat categorisation. The colonial project of classifying Indian ethnicities and social groups into discrete communities is an overly simplified reality. As historian Romila Thapar notes, “The colonial interpretation of Indian society as being divided into major religious communities is no longer regarded as accurate.” By reinterpreting Hinduism into a political force of resistance under the new Hindutva banner, Hindu’s sought to preserve caste hierarchy amidst societal change. Critically, Hindutva transforms diverse communities practicing localized Hindu customs into a singularised Hindu identity for nationalist consolidation. Segregating communities fostered a sense of separateness that politicised religious differences.

Over time, Hindutva evolved from its questionable premises around Hindu victimisation to become a contemporary vehicle for the political unification of the majority religious community. While instrumentally harnessing selective Hindu symbols and grievances, its core thrust is to establish cultural dominance rather than theology. Distinct from Hinduism’s pluralism, Hindutva deploys identity politics towards the political end of consolidating the majority vote. Thereby, the essence of Hindutva lies in establishing Hindu nationalist hegemony through majoritarian consolidation not as an ideology per se.
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Key Hindutva Groups and Constitutional Contradictions

Distinguishing itself from Hinduism, Hindutva emerges as a contemporary political ideology that envisions establishing India as a Hindu nation-state. This involves aligning the cultural fabric with selectively defined Hindu values. A key distinction is that while Hinduism denotes a decentralised world religion with diverse beliefs and localised variants, Hindutva promotes a homogenised political conception of Hindu identity in order to unify and consolidate broader Hindu interests across communities. 

Instrumental groups promoting Hindutva include the Sangh Parivar, an umbrella of radical Hindu nationalist organisations led by the paramilitary Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), as well as the more moderate Hindu support-oriented Bharatiya Hindu Parivar (BHP). Their roles are crucial in understanding the dynamics of Hindutva ideology within Indian politics particularly during Modi’s regime.

The Sangh Parivar is an umbrella of Hindutva groups led by the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), a paramilitary organisation founded in 1925. It includes groups such as the Bajrang Dal, Shiv Sena and the Vishwa Hindu Parishad. They articulate a militant Hindu nationalist politics opposing the Muslims as ‘others.’ On the other hand, the BHP is a charitable organisation focused on providing support to the Hindu community.

The organisation is involved in various charitable activities such as providing food, clothing, and shelter to those in need. In the early buildup of Hindutva, these organisations play a pivotal role in building connectivity within the Hindu community and promoting the vision of India as a Hindu nation. While their activities differ, they share roots in furthering Hindutva’s majoritarian religious nationalism vision of India’s identity and policies.
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Vinayak Damodar Sarvarkar and Golwalkar’s Theorisation of Hindu Dominance

Hindutva took its aspiration from the 1923 treatise by the Hindutva ideologue Vinayak Damodar Sarvarkar, the ideology posits that Hindus alone can be considered true Indians, as their pitrbhu (fatherland) and punyabhu (holy land) reside within India. Sarvarkar excludes Muslims and Christians from this definition, asserting that their holy lands are situated in “far off Arabia or Palestine.”

Building upon Sarvarkar’s ideas, his ideological successor, Madhav Sadashiv Golwalkar, a key figure in the RSS, emphasises that the “foreign races” in India, referring to Muslims and Christians, must either assimilate into Hindu culture, language, and religion or exist subordinated to the Hindu Nation. Golwalkar advocates for a scenario where these communities lose their separate identities, merging into the broader Hindu race, or accept a subordinate status within the country without claiming privileges or preferential treatment including citizen’s rights. Hindutva’s upper-caste essence manifests in Golwalkar’s assertions, too. He framed caste identities performing their ritual duties, however degrading as an orderly system, denouncing dissent as “anti-national.”

This ideological framework, distinguishing between Hindutva and Hinduism, underscores the inherently political nature of Hindutva as it endeavours to shape India’s cultural and national identity. It is crucial to recognise that this philosophy primarily hinges on religious doctrine or an organised system, commonly referred to as an “ism.” However, delving into the fundamental meaning of Hindutva reveals a lack of both theocratic and practical aspects to be unequivocally labelled an ideology. Instead, it emerges as a political unification of all Hindus in India, marking a shift from religious conflict to a political one, where religion serves as a tool to achieve political motives. Subsequently, RSS advanced Savarkar’s
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Hindutva ideas towards sharpening divides between Hindutva’s narrow conceptualisation of Indian nationalism and minority groups portrayed as outsiders refusing to assimilate.\textsuperscript{38} The RSS operates clandestinely to propagate its vision of Indian culture defined by Hindu hegemony.\textsuperscript{39} The RSS constructive ideology based on campaign \textit{Ghar Wapsi} campaign is a refurbished version of purification based on cultural nationalism.\textsuperscript{40} This ideology was further adopted by BJP where LK Advani started cultural violence and culminated in violent action against the cultural disparities existing in India. Decades later, the 1980s Ram Janamboomi agitation exemplified weaponising religious symbols of historic subjugation to spark a popular movement that galvanised these latent Hindutva ideas.\textsuperscript{41} The 1992 Babri Masjid demolition represented the symbolic manifestation of this kind of virulent cultural nationalism serving political consolidation of radical Hindu interests.\textsuperscript{42} The BJP not only embraced this ideology but, during the 1996 Lok Sabha election, pledged support to Hindutva in their political manifesto.\textsuperscript{43} It cemented Hindutva’s meteoric rise from the fringes to centre stage of Indian politics.

Currently in power since 2014, the BJP regime demonstrates an effective blend of symbolic moves that pander to the Hindu majority along with institutional changes eroding minority rights.\textsuperscript{44} Thereby, contemporary Hindutva retains its core essence as political instrument centered on identity politics and selective historical interpretations to achieve the enduring goal of consolidating the majority Hindu vote behind a majoritarian platform.
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This majoritarian ideology rooted in Hindu nationalism has clear foundations in India’s history that the BJP has strategically tapped into. Under Modi’s regime, the BJP has translated this manifesto into action, targeting the cultural and educational setup of other religions.\(^{45}\) The conflict, predominantly rooted in culture and politics, intricately links with the past, marking a significant chapter in India’s complex socio-political landscape.\(^{46}\)

**Hindu Nationalism under Modi’s Administration: Structural and Linguistic Discourse Analysis**

Hindutva retains its essence as an instrument of identity politics and selective historical interpretations aiming to consolidate the Hindu vote under a majoritarian Hindu nationalist platform. This ideology, rooted in India’s history, has been strategically revived by the BJP, particularly under the Modi government. This political manoeuver involves translating the Hindutva manifesto into action, with a specific focus on targeting minority cultural and educational institutions, thereby intertwining culture and politics in a conflict that shapes India’s socio-political landscape.\(^{47}\) The utilisation of history and interpretation becomes evident in the linguistic construction of a Hindu nationalist reality under the Modi administration.\(^{48}\) Drawing from social constructivist theory which emphasizes the role of discourse, rhetoric and language in shaping social and political realities. It is argued that language plays a crucial role in constructing the world.\(^{49}\) According to theorists like Habermas, Searle, and Onuf, people construct social reality through language making it a principal means of social construction.\(^{50}\)
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Modi, through speeches actively promotes Hindutva as a defining national ideology, seeking to establish Hindu primacy and reconstruct India’s identity along majoritarian Hindu lines. The periodisation of the Hindu community in India, through the lens of Hindutva, involves a deliberate move away from the secularism that characterised India before Modi’s ascension to power. This shift is marked by the adoption of discriminatory language and silence against religious extremism. Hindutva’s otherisation, a key element in this narrative, projects the inferiority of other identities within India, with a specific focus on Muslims, Sikhs and Christians. Aligning with the RSS vision of Hindu authoritarianism, Modi constructed a narrative suggesting that Hindus were historically suppressed by Muslims creating a sense of victimhood. This narrative is substantiated by the events in Gujarat, where the Muslim community was depicted as being rightfully targeted, as conveyed by Modi’s statement in his 2013 speech: “will do the same with people who will support Pakistan.” The backdrop of the Red Fort replica in the speech serves as a symbolic reinforcement for his campaign.

On international platforms, Modi further amplifies his polarised stance by comparing events like 9/11 to radical Islamic terrorism, blaming Muslims for conspiracies against the West. This rhetoric, coupled with slogans like “Mujhe Ganga Maiyya ne bulaya hai” (Mother Ganga has summoned me) and “Unke liye Ganga ek nadi hai, mere liye Ganga Maa Hai,” (for them Ganga is a canal but for me it is my mother (motherland)) and I am Hindu nationalist, serves to instigate resentment and hatred against other identities particularly Muslims.
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These catchphrases in his speeches have not only signified his aspiration of instigating resentment and hatred against other identities but have established the fact that Hindutva’s ideology is a sign of unity for Hindus.\(^57\)

To bolster Hindu nationalism, the Modi government enacted the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), a move veiled in the assertion that it is unrelated to religion. The Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) was passed in India in 2019.\(^58\) It provides a pathway to Indian citizenship for non-Muslim minorities from Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan who entered India illegally before 2015.\(^59\) Specifically, it applies to Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis and Christians.\(^60\) On the surface, the government asserted that the CAA is not related to religion. They stated it is simply meant to provide refuge to persecuted minority groups in Muslim-majority nations like Pakistan and Bangladesh. However, the law explicitly excludes Muslims from its purview, making religion a criterion for citizenship.\(^61\) CAA promotes the idea that India’s identity is fundamentally Hindu in nature. The law aligns with Modi’s vision of India as a nation that privileges its Hindu majority over other religious groups like Muslims. In a 2019, Modi emphasised the accommodation of Hindu migrants while implying the exclusion of Bangladeshi Muslims, particularly from Assam. This sentiment was echoed by Home Minister Amit Shah, who bluntly advocated for the expulsion of Muslim immigrants, a stance that remained unchecked by the BJP under Modi’s leadership.\(^62\) In 2019, Minister of Home Affairs, Amit Shah repeated the same language by saying to terminate the Muslim immigrants from Bangladesh and BJP will pick them up and throw them into the Bay of Bengal.\(^63\) Furthermore, Under Modi’s administration, the
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exploitation of political narratives under the guise of Hindutva has expanded its targets from anti-Muslim sentiments to encompass other minority communities notably Christians. The BJP, alongside its affiliate Bajrang Dal, has orchestrated a surge in violent attacks against Indian Christians, creating fear and painting them negatively from Karnataka to Uttarakhand.\(^\text{64}\) This alarming rise in attacks during the Christmas season stems from a deepening communal polarisation, extending the BJP’s previous focus on Muslims to include other religious communities across India. Assam emerges as a new focal point for Hindutva politics, where the BJP strategically manipulates the state’s history of ethnonationalism. By portraying Muslims as a threat to “Assamese” culture and aligning with xenophobic Assamese ethnonationalism, the BJP intensifies animosity towards Muslim minorities. In December 2021, the BJP’s promotion of violence escalated during the three-day “\textit{Dharam Sansad}” in Haridwar, Uttarakhand — a state under BJP control and heading into elections.\(^\text{65}\) The event featured hate speeches against Muslims and calls for genocide with the participation of prominent BJP members.\(^\text{66}\) This calculated strategy led to a significant victory for the BJP in the 2021 Legislative Assembly elections, securing their second term in the state. Chief Minister of Assam, Himanta Biswa Sarma further saffronises Assam’s local culture by integrating it with the BJP’s Hindu nationalist agenda.\(^\text{67}\) Utilising anti-Muslim rhetoric and associating with Assamese Hindu figures like Sankardev — the BJP solidifies its communal political base. The National Register of Citizens (NRC) exacerbates communal polarisation in Assam rendering Muslim minority populations stateless.\(^\text{68}\) By invoking historical figures like Lachit Borphukan — the BJP portrays Muslims as outsiders and
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initiates “encroachment drives” to displace Muslim occupants. Sarma’s influence extends beyond Assam, heading the North-East Democratic Alliance (NEDA), a sub-regional group of Modi’s National Democratic Alliance (NDA).\(^69\) Employing citizenship as a political tool, Sarma seeks to alter the state’s demography for electoral gains. The BJP’s longstanding ambition to control the Northeast, facilitated by NEDA could lead to strategies that fracture pluralism and the region’s ethnoreligious diversity, favouring Hindu voters. Consequently, in a strategic self-presentation, Modi has crafted an image of a “Karmayogi” — a selfless Hindu ascetic devoted to the nation drawing inspiration from Hindu scriptures especially the Bhagavad Gita.\(^70\) This image has been carefully constructed through linguistic choice and decade of Hindutva emphasises on Hindu cultural dominance which also resonates with supporters who connect through vernacular tongues.\(^71\)

At the institutional level, Hindutva nationalism draws on the stereotyped dangers of Islamophobia and the “Otherisation” of Muslims which are presented as enemies of the purported Hindu vision of India.\(^72\) Modi’s vision for a developed India is a reflection of this strategy. Only Hindu contributions are key to this development rhetoric when imagining India’s glorious past; non-Hindus are viewed as unimportant. The ideological and political discourse of the Indian state is being gravely altered by the transformation of Indian territorial nationalism into religious nationalism.\(^73\) In two consecutive tenures, the Modi government has established a power nexus by promoting Hindu nationalist discourse, sidelining secular liberalist ideologies.\(^74\) This transformation, as highlighted by Sanjaya Baru in “India’s Power Elite,” has shifted the public discourse on religion, caste, and
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language, with the BJP leveraging these elements for a Hindu nationalist revolution. The identification of India under Modi’s leadership is centered on the promotion of Hindi, Hinduism and Hindustan. Modi often justifies ethno-national violence by invoking the concept of “Undivided India” or “Akhand Bharat,” legitimising violence in the pursuit of a greater unified Bharat. This narrative has formed a robust power nexus between the Hindu majority and the BJP, fostering acceptance of violence against other communities. Instances like a BJP representative promoting the idea to convert India into a Hindu Rashtra underscore how language and normative approaches have been wielded to institutionalise Hinduism across India. In symbolic shifts, Modi has focused on highlighting cultural and religious aspects e.g. the ‘Bhumi Pujan’ (land worship) for the Ayodhya Ram temple, marking emblematic shift toward Hindu Rashtra. The grand spectacle signalled Modi as a monarchical protector of the community’s faith. Beyond consecrating the temple, Modi’s act represented a novel form of political power, aligning him with the traditional role of Hindu kingship in consecrating and safeguarding temples. In a pivotal December 2021 speech at the Summit of Democracy, Modi positioned Indian democracy not as a Western institution but as a human (popular/majoritarian) institution, reinforcing the grounds for Hindutva and asserting Hindu majoritarian rule under his ideology of Hindu nationalism. The departure of the Modi government from Jawaharlal Nehru’s secular legacy has further resulted in a significant reshaping of India, increasingly identifying as a Hindu nation, thereby intensifying discrimination against minorities, particularly Muslims. This ideological shift is reflected in the restructuring of schoolbooks, strategically eliminating references to anti-Hindu nationalism stance and pre-Raj Mughal rulers. Furthermore, the BJP’s deliberate
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softening towards the RSS and the removal of the ban on militant Hindu organisations following Gandhi’s assassination reveal a calculated effort to align with the militant ideology promoted by the RSS.\textsuperscript{81}

Modi’s vision of Hindu nationalist identity contradicts India’s constitutional secularism and democratic foundations established by leaders like Nehru.\textsuperscript{82} From an institutional perspective, the erosion of secular ideals chips away at the pillars of checks and balances vital to democracy. Concentrating authority in the hands of Modi and the BJP undermines separation of powers. Fusion of party and state makes it increasingly difficult to dissent. Tactical political manoeuvres to consolidate power could be seen as democratic backsliding.

Through a constructivist lens, the cultivation of the new rhetoric and symbols shapes a majoritarian Hindu national identity. This identity building threatens pluralism and risks turning citizenship into a politicised, exclusionary concept tied to religion. It may deepen social divisions and conflict between communities. Constructing the “other” to solidify the in group limits diversity of perspectives — a vital component of substantive democracy. The trajectory signals a deficit for liberal constitutional democracy in India.

**Conclusion**

Regardless of their diversity in religion, culture or history, Indians present a unified consciousness and identity under the banner of “Indian nationalism.” All religious minorities and ethnic groups in India are a component of the country’s larger composite culture. However, contemporary Hindu nationalism poses tangible threats to India’s pluralist democracy and social fabric. Viewed structurally, the BJP regime demonstrates an effective blend of symbolic pandering to the Hindu majority along with tangible moves that undermine minority rights. The erosion of institutional safeguards like
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judicial independence and federalism concentrate power in ways that defy separation of checks and balances vital for democracy. Meanwhile, additions to the legal code explicitly target minorities, CAA and NRC process reveals how citizenship can serve as a political tool for demographic engineering. Tactically unleashing organs of the state apparatus against dissidents also contravenes civil liberties. Collectively, these institutional shifts exhibit features of democratic backsliding. The cultivation of majoritarian Hindu nationalism also plays out discursively through Modi’s rhetoric that amplifies divides. Constructing Muslims as threats intricately tied to invaders, Pakistan and terrorism fosters an exclusionary vision of Indian identity at odds with constitutional secularism. Deploying vernacular slogans, Modi strategically evokes symbolic resentment around victimisation to consolidate the Hindu vote. Connecting Hindu identity to national identity while silencing minority persecutions shapes a majoritarian reality. This divide serves the underlying political end of retaining power not forging an inclusive nationalism. Overall, Hindutva under Modi involves the state actively privileging the majority identity rather than standing neutral between communities as expected in pluralist democracies. The result is an erosion of the protections and separation of powers designed to check majorities. Allowing any group to capture state institutions risks political marginalisation of minorities. Instead of transcending differences, contemporary Hindu nationalism instrumentalises identity politics in ways that undermine e pluribus unum. The current manifestation of Hindu nationalism signals India stands at a crossroads between an exclusionary majoritarianism and the syncretic pluralism underpinning its civilizational ethos.

Modi’s contemporary Hindu nationalism poses substantive threats to Indian democracy and risks fracturing the underlying pluralism of Indian society. But its essence remains contingent and constructed rather than primordial. India’s future trajectory will be determined by how its leaders and institutions respond to the rising tide of divisive religious identity politics.